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➤ open-source add-on modules  
➤ mathematical and numerical 

routines  
➤ precompiled, fast functions  

provides basic routines 
for manipulating 
large arrays and 
matrices of numeric 
data. 

extends the functionality of 
NumPy with a substantial 
collection of useful algorithms. 



๏ cluster 

๏ fftpack 

๏ integrate 

๏ interpolate 

๏ io 

๏ lib 

๏ lib.lapack 

๏ linalg 

๏ misc

➡ Vector Quantisation / Kmeans 

➡ Discrete Fourier Transform algorithms 

➡ Integration routines 

➡ Interpolation Tools 

➡ Data input and output 

➡ Python wrappers to external libraries 

➡ Wrappers to LAPACK library 

➡ Linear algebra routines 

➡ Various utilities that don't have another 
home.



๏ ndimage 

๏ odr 

๏ optimize 

๏ signal 

๏ sparse 

๏ sparse.linalg 

๏ sparse.linalg.dsolve 

๏ sparse.linalg.dsolve.umfpack

➡ n-dimensional image package 

➡ Orthogonal Distance Regression 

➡ Optimisation Tools 

➡ Signal Processing Tools 

➡ Sparse Matrices 

➡ Sparse Linear Algebra 

➡ Linear Solvers 

➡ Interface to the UMFPACK library: 
Conjugate Gradient Method 
(LOBPCG)



๏ special 

๏ lib.blas 

๏ sparse.linalg.eigen 

๏ stats 

๏ spatial

➡ Airy Functions [*] 

➡ Wrappers to BLAS library [*] 

➡ Sparse Eigenvalue Solvers [*] 

➡ Statistical Functions [*] 

➡ Spatial data structures and 
algorithms 



➤ Polynomial Mathematics  
➤ Statistical computations  
➤ Full suite of pseudo-random 

number generators and operations  
➤ Discrete Fourier transforms,  
➤ more complex linear algebra 

operations  
➤ size / shape / type testing of 

arrays,  
➤ splitting and joining arrays, 

histograms 

➤ creating arrays of numbers spaced in 
various ways  

➤ creating and evaluating functions on 
grid arrays  

➤ treating arrays with special (NaN, Inf) 
values  

➤ set operations  
➤ creating various kinds of special 

matrices  
➤ evaluating special mathematical 

functions (e.g. Bessel functions)  
➤ To learn more, consult the NumPy 

documentation at  
       http://docs.scipy.org/doc/
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➤ Plain assignment creates a view, copies need to be explicit 
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➤ You can fill an array with a single value 

➤ Combining arrays can be done through 
concatenation. Careful, the data is copied! 

➤ Multidimensional arrays can be concatenated 
along a specific axis: 

➤ Arrays can be transposed easily  



➤ Some basic array definitions



➤ Some basic array Algebra
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➤ NumPy offers a large library of common mathematical 
functions that can be applied elementwise to arrays

a = np.array([2, 1, 9], float)

a.sum() -> 12.0

a.prod() -> 18.0

a.mean() -> 4.0

a.var() -> 12.66666666

a.std() -> 3.55902608



➤ NumPy offers a large library of common mathematical 
functions that can be applied elementwise to arrays



➤ Axis can be selected for marginal statistic: 



➤ many built-in routines for linear algebra are in the 
linalg submodule: 



➤ many built-in routines for linear algebra are in the 
linalg submodule: 

➤ Singular Value Decomposition



➤ Powerful library for 2D data plotting, some 3D capability Very 
well designed (common tasks easy, complex tasks possible).



Take a look at the 
Gallery!

How can I make beautiful plots?



the Gallery!



EXERCISES

➤particle animation  
➤large data memmap 


